Suggestions
Discovering the baroque in Portugal
Travel across Portugal from north to south, including a trip to the
archipelagos of Madeira and the Azores, and discover the
fascinating icons that illustrate the “Golden Age” in
Portugal.Having arrived in Portugal later than it did in the rest
(...)

Algarve
Via Algarviana - Along the Algarve way
Discover a completely different Algarve – nestling in its green
and peaceful hinterland are traditional villages and spectacular
landscapes. How do you reach this world preserved from the
past? Nothing could be easier… just follow the arrows! (...)

Azores
The Azores: Nine Islands – A Geopark
The Azores originated as a result of the 1766 volcanoes that are
to be found in this archipelago, nine of which are still active. The
Azores Geopark was born out of all this natural wealth, as part of
the European and Global Network of Geoparks. Its (...)

Ilha de São Jorge
Pico, Faial and São Jorge – the “Triangle Islands”
The entire Azores archipelago is beautiful and worth a visit, but
due to their proximity, Pico, Faial and São Jorge form the socalled "Triangle" of the Central Group of islands that encourage
you to cross the sea to get to know your (...)

Centro de Portugal
Schist villages
Hidden between mountain slopes of leafy vegetation, the schist
villages are one of our best kept secrets, but one that their
pleasant, friendly inhabitants enjoy helping to reveal. In this
magical world, where time passes more slowly, the hospitable
(...)
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The Historic Route of Linhas de Torres
Over 200 years old, the string of Napoleonic Wars forts known as
the Linhas de Torres at Torres Vedras are the visible remains of
the struggle between the Portuguese and the French for
sovereignty that occurred at the beginning of the XIXth (...)

Aveiro
Along the coast of Centro de Portugal
Wide sandy beaches framed by hillsides and protected by dunes
and pinewoods, with fine sand and deep blue choppy seas…
such is the coast of Centro de Portugal. Images of great beauty
that you can discover on a ride along the coast from Figueira da
(...)

Celorico da Beira
3 days on Serra da Estrela
At the top of Portugal This 3-day tour across the Serra da Estrela
mountain range starts at Seia with a morning devoted to
children.First, an educational, fun visit to the Toy Museum to see
toys from all eras, and in all shapes and sizes. Then, (...)

Madeira
Tour around the Island of Madeira
Despite its small surface area, Madeira is rich in majestic
sceneries of rare beauty. The best way to get to know its charms
is to rent a car and set off to discover this floating garden!
Heading west from Funchal, you will discover the (...)

Porto and the North
Porto
Porto in a few days
On a brief visit to Porto, there are some places that cannot be
missed. In the words of many visitors, this city has something
mystical that is difficult to describe and which varies according
to the place, time of day and light.Whatever it is, it (...)

Viana do Castelo
Viana do Castelo – Accessible Itinerary
Right beside the sea, at the mouth of the River Lima, Viana do
Castelo has been recognised throughout history for its
importance in activities related to the sea, both for the part it
played in the Portuguese Discoveries of the 15th and 16th (...)
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